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Abstract

A standard intermediate step in component reliability analysis involves constructing a �rst�

order or second�order approximation to the limit state surface at one design point� This paper

looks into the possibilities for building a several�point� piecewise linear approximation to the

limit state surface with the aim of obtaining a better estimate of the probability of failure

of the component� The piecewise linear approximation is built at the points of intersection

between the limit state surface and the coordinate axes and the one closest to the origin in the

standard normal space� Details of �nding these points are mentioned and computational results

on several problems reported� The experiments suggest the method to be a promising one if

care is exercised in applying it� and situations where one needs to be careful are described�

� Introduction

Traditional methods in component reliability analysis involve transforming the design variables�

x� into the standard normal u� space� �nding the design point u� on the limit state surface

G�u� � � closest to u � �� and estimating the probability of failure by the probability content

under an approximate model of the limit state surface at u� �e�g� see 	
��� This model usually is a

�rst�order approximation of G�u� �FORM analysis� or a more computationally intensive and often

signi�cantly more accurate second�order approximation �SORM�� Very often� these approximations






are inadequate and exclude large portions of probability content� More accurate higher order

approximations are usually intractable for any real problem with more than a few variables� In

this study� we propose a new scheme for building this approximate model which� while retaining the

computational simplicity of FORM� aims for a perhaps more accurate estimate of the probability

of failure�

u1

u2

G(u) < 0

G(u) = 0

(0,0)

SORM’s quadratic approximation

FORM
Linearization

Figure 
 Linear� Quadratic and Piecewise Linear Approximation of the limit state surface in the
standard normal space

� Central Idea

Our idea is basically as follows instead of building our approximate model around only one

design point� we choose several more points and build linear approximations of G�u� � � at each

of those points� We add up the probability content under each of the linear approximations and

subtract the probability contents in their regions of intersection to get an estimate for the total

probability content under the limit state surface using Ditlevsen�s bimodal bound approach �see

	���� The ideology behind this technique is nothing new� and has in fact been used in assessing the
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probability of failure of the whole system given the failure probabilities of the components� What

is new however is how we choose and �nd the points at which to build our linear models�

Quite certainly� we would still like to have the point closest to the u origin as one of our points�

since models around this point have been quite successful� We would choose the other points to

be the points where the limit state surface intersects the co�ordinate axes ui� To obtain the point

where G�u� � � intersects the ui axis� we shall �nd a root of G�u� � � such that uj � �� �i �� j�

This is exactly equivalent to �nding a root of

G��� � � � � �� ui� �� � � � � �� � �

which is one nonlinear equation in one unknown� However� this does not really simplify the com�

putation much� since the one variable in the u�space is related to all the variables in the x�space�

even though the other u components don�t come into play� Hence we don�t really achieve a reduc�

tion in the dimension of the problem using this strategy with respect to any iterative procedure�

such as Newton�s method� which is what we used to solve the above problem�

� Our setting

For our implementation� we have assumed that the Rosenblatt transformation relating x and u

as given below is available

��u�� � H��x�� � Fx��x��

��u�� � H��x�� � Pr�X� � x�jX� � x��

�



���

��ui� � Hi�xi� � Pr�Xi � xijXj � xj � j � 
� � � � � i� 
�

In general

Hi�xi� �

�i���Fx� �x� �����xi �x������xi��
�x��x�����xi��

fx�x����xi���x�� x�� � � � � xi���

Here ��y� denotes the standard normal CDF evaluated at y� Fx��x������xi�x�� � � � � xi� denotes the

joint CDF of x�� � � � � xi and fx��x������xi�x�� � � � � xi� its pdf�

For ease of notation� we shall henceforth refer to the above transformation as

��u� � H�x� �
�

It should be stated that our implementation can easily be extended to important situations

where the above transformation is not available �e�g� as in case of the Nataf transformation��

� Algorithm for �nding points of intersection of G�u� � � with

the ui axes

��� Newton�s Method for �nding a root of a scalar nonlinear equation

Given a single nonlinear equation G�ui� � � in one scalar unknown ui� Newton�s method for �nding

the root of the above equation is as below

�



u
���
i � uo�starting point�

�

for k � ��
��� � � �

u
�k���
i � u

�k�
i �

G�uki �

G��uki �

Stop when ku
�k���
i � u

�k�
i k � 
����or some tolerance�

end

The above algorithm is guaranteed to converge q�quadratically when uo is in a local neighborhood

of the solution �in exact arithmetic��

��� Applying Newton�s method to our problem

To apply Newton�s method to our problem� we have to �rst realize that we cannot evaluate

the function G�ui� and its derivative with respect to ui directly� To evaluate G�ui�� we need

to �nd the vector x corresponding to 	�� � � � � ui� � � � � �� using Newton�s method on the nonlinear

transformation �
� and then set

G�	�� � � � � ui� � � � � ��� � g�x�

The derivative �G�ui�
�ui

can be evaluated by recognizing that �

�G�ui�

�ui
�

�g�x�

�ui
� 	rxg�x��

Truix�u�

rxg�x� is simply the gradient of the limit�state function in the original space� while rui�x� is

�the gradient is thought of as a column vector

�



the ith column of the Jacobian of x�u� with respect to u under transformation �
�� which we shall

denote by J
�i�
x�u�x� u��

In the discussion that follows� by u �� x we shall represent the act of mapping a given u

to x using Newton�s method on H�x� � ��u�� the right hand side now being known � In our

implementation� rxH�x� was evaluated by central di�erences and not provided analytically�

Putting all of the above together� our algorithm for �nding the point of intersection of G�u� � �

with the ui�axis �if one exists� is as below

u
���
i � uo

for k � ��
��� � � �

	�� � � � � u
�k�
i � � � � � ��T �� x

G�k� � g�x�

G��k� � 	rxg�x��Truix�u�

Find the step s�k� � � G�k�

G��k�

u
�k���
i � u

�k�
i � s�k�

Stop when js�k�j � tolerance

if k � maximum no� of allowable iterations � quit

end

����� Calculating the reliability index

If the above algorithm is successful� we �nd the reliability index and the probability of failure

associated with this linearized mode as below

u� � 	�� � � � � u�i � � � � � ��
T � where u�i is the solution given by the above

�
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� � � ruG�u�
kruG�u�k

� � �Tu� � �iu
�
i

pi � �����

��� Quasi�Newton method for convergence from remote starting points

It is well�known that though Newton�s method is a fast algorithm in the local neighborhood of

the solution� it may not converge from remote starting points� Fairly recent research has led to

strategies for modifying Newton�s method so that it converges from starting points that are not in

the basin of convergence of the solution� i�e� globally� hence these strategies are called globalization

strategies� In globalized quasi�Newton methods� the problem of �nding a root u� of G�u� � � is

converted to the equivalent problem of minimizing a residual as given below

min
u
kG�u�k�

The two most popular globalization strategies are

� Line search � which involves checking the current step to see if it indeed does produce a

decrease in the residual� If it doesn�t� the size of the step is reduced until su�cient decrease

is achieved�

� Trust region methods� which minimize an appromixate �usually quadratic or linear �model of

the residual at each iteration and choose the step to be within a bounded region surrounding

the current point� This idea is based on the fact that the approximate model of the function

is �trustworthy� only in a small neighborhood surrounding the current point�

�



Trust region methods are usually judged as being more robust than line searches� even though

they are mathematically harder to analyze and more expensive in terms of computation� To avoid

a digression we choose to savoid the details of quasi�Newton methods� We simply mention that in

our implementation� a line search version was called upon when local Newton failed to converge�

The interested reader is referred to Dennis � Schnabel 	�� for further details on the globalization

techniques�

� Finding the probability content under the piecewise linear ap�

proximation of G�u� � �

After running the HL�RF algorithm for �nding the point on the limit state surface closest to

the u�origin and the Newton algorithm described above for each of the variables ui� i � 
� � � � � m�

let us suppose that we have m � points at which we build our piecewise linear approximation of the

limit state surface� Given thesem points� their corresponding �� � 	as de�ned in �����
�� and modal

failure probabilities pi� bounds on the probability content under the piecewise linear approximation

in the standard normal space can be obtained using Ditlevsen�s bimodal bounding technique� as

sketched below

Let pij denote the probability content common to both the ith and jth modes� Let zi � �Ti u and

zj � uT�j � Since u is jointly uncorrelated multinormal� zi and zj are jointly normal with the

correlation coe�cient between zi and zj being given by

	ij � E	zizj � � E	�Ti uu
T�j � � �Ti �j

�m � no� of points successfully found by Newton�s method � �� not necessarily equalling n��

�



Then� clearly

pij � ����i���j � 	ij�

It can be shown that �see 	
�� pg� 


�

����i���j � 	ij� � ����i�����j� �

Z �ij

�

����i���j � t�dt

where 
��x� y� t� �
�

�����t��
e
�x��y���txy

����t�� is the joint binormal pdf�

The above technique is standard in reliability analysis of series systems� What is slighly di�erent

though is that for system reliability analysis� relaxed bounds can be found on the above integral

which are fairly tight for practical purposes� whereas in analysing the probability of failure of a

component using this technique� such bounds can be completely useless� as shown by our compu�

tational experiments� Hence the above one�dimensional integral was evaluated numerically using

a �ve�point Gaussian quadrature scheme which involves only �ve evaluations of the integrand and

produces a result within about 
��	 of the exact result�

Given pi� i � 
� � � � � m and pij � 
 � i � j � m� Ditlevsen�s bounds on pf � the probability of

failure of the component are as below �see 	
��

p� �
mX
i
�

max�pi �
i��X
j
�

pij � �� � pf �
mX
i
�

pi �
mX
i
�

max
j�i

pij

The bounds above depend on the ordering of the modes� and the empirically accepted notion of

ordering the modes in descending order of pi is used in our implementation�

�



� Summary of results

The above techniques were implemented in Matlab ��� on a SunOS Release ��
�� on some test prob�

lems� First we enumerate some of the interactive features of our implementation of the piecewise

linear approximation technique �henceforth PLA�


� The user needs to enter two �les

� One containing the limit state function and its gradient in the original space�

� Another containing the Rosenblatt transformation �
� for the problem�

�� Local Newton�s method is �rst used to �nd the point of intersection of G�u� � � with a

particular ui� The globalized version is called upon only if the local method fails to solve

the problem� and that too� only if the user decides so� In other words� every time local

Newton�s method fails� the user is asked if the globalized version should be tried� The

already computationally expensive globalized version becomes even more expensive because

we need to switch back and forth between the standard normal space and the original space�

Local Newton converges in most of the cases� hence it is a waste of time to use Newton�s

method with line search for every single case�

�� If convergence is not attained after the �rst 
� iterations� the current point is displayed and

the user is asked how many more iterations should be executed before the user is asked the

same equestion again� Thus there is not a �maximum number of iterations� after which the

program quits� instead this is in the hands of the user� The user can thus ask the program

to stop �by asking for � iterations more� if �s�he observes that the current iterate already

has the relevant component �Inf� signifying not only a violation of an IEEE standard� but

perhaps also that the limit state surface probably never intersects that particular axis�


�



�� Before beginning iterations to �nd a particular point of intersection� the starting point for

the iteration� which by default is the �nal point obtained in the set of iterations preceding the

current one �whether those iterations converged or not� is displayed� The user is then given

the option of changing that starting point� or proceeding with the default� This allows the

user to change starting points which correspond to �nal points from iterations which have

not converged and probably contain IEEE exceptions such as NaN�s and Inf�s as components�

�� After �nding the set of m points at which to build the piecewise linear model� the bimodal

correlations are displayed and the user is asked if �s�he would like to add more linearization

points on the limit state surface to the above set� If the modes obtained so far are strongly

uncorrelated� it might signal the possibility of spurious probability contents being included�

In such cases� adding more points could help reduce the overestimation in the probility of

failure� A simple example will illustrate this

Consider the �gure � with the two linearized modes M
 and M�� There is a large probability

content under this piecewise linear approximation which is not a part of the probability

content under the actual failure domain�

Now� suppose we introduce an additional mode as in �gure �� clearly we reduce the spurious

probability content under the piecewise linear approximation�

�� When all the points have been obtained �including the ones entered by the user�� the bimodal

correlations� the unimodal and joint bimodal probabilities and the Ditlevsen bounds are

displayed and the user is given the choice of removing modes that are strongly correlated�

and the cut�o� correlation is obtained from the user� All of the above mentioned quantities

are displayed again and the same question is repeated until the user indicates that �s�he does







G(u) < 0

Mode 1

Mode 2

u1

u2

Spurious
probability
content

Figure � Spurious probability content under Piecewise Linear Approximation

not want to remove any more modes�

Results obtained using our piecewise linear approximation �henceforth PLA� on some small test

problems are summarized below


� g�x� � x� � x�

The joint distribution of x� and x� is

FX�x�� x�� �
x�
��� 	
� e����x� � ���
x�e

�����x��
� e�����x���

where s 	 �� � � r � 
���

Known Exact probability of failure � �������

FORM solution 	 ���
�


With PLA

������ �� pF �� ������

After removing a mode with high correlation ������� both bounds

equalled ������
�


�



G(u) < 0

Mode 1

Mode 2

u1

u2

Spurious
probability
content

Additional Mode

Figure � Spurious probability content reduced by adding new mode

�� g�x� � x� � x�

x�  Unif	�� 
���� x�  Exponential�� � ���� x�� x� independent

Exact probability	 ������

FORM estimate	 �������

PLA bounds	

�������� �� P�f �� �����
��

After removing a mode with high correlation �������� both bounds

equalled �������


�� g�x� � �� x� � x�

FX�x�� x�� � 
� e�x� � e�x� � e�x��x��x�x� � x� 	 �� x� 	 ��
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Exact probability	 �����


FORM solution	 �����
�

PLA bounds agreed on �����
�

� High numerical instability in finding the linearization points �

Result using two linearizations at two local minima of the problem

of finding the point closest to the u�origin	 ������

�� g�x� � ���� x� � x�

x� 	 Unif�������

x� 	 Unif�������� x�� x� independent

Exact Pf 	 ����

FORM solution 	 �����

With PLA	

����
� �� P�f �� �����

jt�P �contains bimodal correlations in upper triangular part�

joint bimodal failure probabilities in lower triangular

part��

������e��� ������e��� ������e���

�����e��� ������e��� �����e���

�����e��� ������e��� ������e���
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NOTICE THE LOW CORRELATION AMONG THE MODES� THIS SUGGESTS THAT

ADDING POINTS MIGHT IMPROVE THE ESTIMATE�

So the following points on g�x� were added 	

���� ����� ���� ����� Bounds thus obtained were	

����� �� P�f �� �����
� �an improvement�

Further adding in ��� ����� ���� ��� gives

�����e��� �� P�f �� �����


�� g�x� � ���� x� � x� � x� � x�

xi is Unif	��
��� � i � 
������

FORM estimate	 ����

PLA estimate	 �������� ������

�� g�x� � ���� x� � x� � x� � x�

xi is Lognormal with parameters �
��� � i � 
������

FORM	 ��������


�



PLA	 ������
�� �� P�f �� ��������

�� g�x� � ���� �x� � �x� � x� � �x� � x�

x� 	 Exponential� mean � ��� �

x� 	 Unif �������

x
 	 Unif ���������

x� 	 normal�������

x� 	 Chisquare with � degrees of freedom �same as gamma������

All variables mutually independent�

FORM 	 ��
����

PLA	 ���������������

After removing modes above a correlation of �����

������ �� P�f �� �������

After further removing modes having correlation above �����

both bounds become ������

�� g�x� � ���� �x� � �x� � x� � �x� � ����x��

Same distributions as the previous problem�

FORM estimate for probability of failure � ��
��


PLA 	 ������

�� g�x� � ��� � �x� � �x� � �x� � x� � �x� � �x� � x � �x� � x	 � x��


�



For i � ����
��� xi follows Normal�
������

for i � ������� xi follows Unif��� ����

and for i � ���� xi follows Unif���� ����

xi�s mutually independent

FORM estimate	 ����� �Different design point in Calrel gives ���
��

SORM estimate �from CALREL� 	 ����

DIRECTIONAL SIMULATION	 ���� �with variance �������

PLA 	 ����� �� P�f �� ����� upper bd drops to ���
� after cutting off

modes with correlation above ������

Points of intersection with u�� u� and u�� were not found

	 Observations and Analysis

Even though PLA is often an improvement over a FORM estimate for pf � the following downsides

of PLA must be mentioned 

� It is computationally expensive� Finding the linearization points for large problems could

take up a lot of computing time�

� Unlike FORM it gives only bounds on and not a precise number for pf � which however might

actually be a better estimate� What PLA lacks though is FORM�s sensitivity results� which

makes it impossible to be used in applications such as reliability�based optimization�


�



� For many problems� PLA is found to overestimate the pf � and in the one particular example

we cite below� it overestimates pf drastically�

x� 	 Unif�������

x� 	 Unif�������

x��x� independent

g�x� � ��� � x� � x�

Exact Probability of failure 	 ����

FORM solution 	 ����

PLA bounds	 ���� �� P�f �� ����

Probabilities of the other modes were ����

much higher than the FORM estimate�

Detailed Output	

Linearization points obtained in the x�space are	

�������� � ��������


������� �������� ��������

or equivalently� in the u�space

������� ����� �


�



������ � ����

The bimodal correlation matrix is

������ ������ ������

������ ������ ������

������ ������ ������

There is zero correlation between modes � and 


p � � ��� ��� ������� �

jt�P �

������ ������ ������

������ ������ ������

������ ������ ������

���� �� P�f �� �����

What the above example illustrates is perhaps not at all obvious Ditlevsen�s bounds do not

monotonically approach the exact value of pf as m� the number of modes is increased� In

other words� increasing the number of linearization points may result in a worse estimate of

the probability of failure� Below is another example to illustrate this


�



Consider the following problem� de�ned in terms of the variables in the u�space

G�u� � u�� � u�� �R� � �

Since u� and u� are jointly uncorrelated Gaussian� the probability of failure can be expressed

as

pf �



��

Z
u���u

�
��R

�
e�

u���u��
� du�du�

Transforming to polar coordinates� u� � rcos��� u� � rsin��� the above equals




��

Z R

�

Z ��

�
e�

r�

� rdrd

�



��

Z ��

�
d

Z R

�
re�

r�

� dr


 pf � 
� e�
R�

�

Now consider getting a FORM estimate using just mode M
 as the approximation to the

limit�state surface� and then getting a PLA estimate using modes M
 and M� as shown in

�gure �� Clearly� since the origin lies within the failure domain� the FORM estimate for the

probability of failure is

pf� � ��R�

��



Clearly� the two modes are uncorrelated and hence their joint bimodal probability content is

p�� � ��R���R� � ��R��

Ditlevsen�s lower bound �which coincides with the upper bound� since there are only two

modes� is

plf � ��R� � ���R�� p���

� ��R� � ���R�� ��R��� � ��R���� ��R��

u1

u2

G(u) < 0

M1

M2

(0,0)

Origin lies in the failure domain

R 

Figure � Linearization modes for G�u� � u�� � u�� �R� � �

A plot of the three probability estimates versus the limit�state parameter R is shown in �g�

ure ��
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. . . FORM estimate

−.−.− PLA Lower bound

Figure � FORM overestimates pf � PLA overestimates it even more

Some explanation can be provided as to why Ditlevsen�s bounds yield inaccurate results�

In the above problem �see �gure ��� Ditlevsen�s bounds estimate the probability of failing in

mode M
 or the probability of failing in mode M� as it is supposed to� whereas what we really

want is the joint probability of failing in mode M
 and mode M�� However� the or opera�

tion introduces the extraneous probability content indicated in �gure � by the �nely dotted

region� The key to this is the fact that the actual failure domain is completely contained in

the intersection of the two modes �and in the intersection of all the modes� no matter how

��
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many more are added�� so that the new modes are degenerate in the sense that a new mode

does not add in any probability content under the true failure domain which had

not been captured by earlier modes� Instead� the new probability contribution

from a new mode is completely in the safe domain� thus spuriously increasing the

PLA estimate for the probability of failure�

u1

u2

G(u) < 0

M1

M2

(0,0)

Origin lies in the failure domain

R 

Desired Approximation

Spurious probability content in the union
of M1 and M2 that are completely in the
safe domain

Figure � Extraneous probability content introduced by piecewise linearization

On the other hand� by the same token� Ditlevsen�s bounds will �nd a much more accurate

estimate of pcf � the complementary probability of the above� since then every new mode

��
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adds in new and non�spurious information to the probability content and degeneracy is at

a minimum� Thus a remedy in situations like the one above could be to �nd the

complementary probability of failure �done simply by switching the sign of the limit�

state function and running PLA� and subtract the bounds thus obtained from � to

get the bounds on the desired probability of failure� Let us try applying this strategy

�rst to the example at hand� To �nd the complementary probability� the limit state surface

is changed to

G�u� � R� � u�� � u�� � �

Now it can be shown that

� Exact pf � e�
R�

� � the complementary probability of the previous pf

� FORM estimate for pf � ���R�

� PLA bounds for pf � ���R���� ���R��

	As a digression� plotting the above probability estimates versus R �see �gure �� shows that

PLA consistently provides a better estimate of the probability of failure for this limit state

surface than FORM��

Thus PLA bounds on the original problem according to our new strategy would be


� ���R���� ���R��

Now� as a plot of the three probabilities �see �gure �� indicates� PLA provides a better esti�

mate than FORM� However� this was an extreme example where the failure set was completely

��
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Figure � PLA provides a better estimate than FORM

contained in the intersection of the modes� In real cases where PLA would overestimate� a

considerable part �though not all� of the failure set would probably be in the intersection of

all the modes� In such a case� the PLA estimate of the complementary probability would be

perhaps too high as well� so that 
� pcf would be an underestimate of our required probabil�

ity of failure� which is certainly undesirable� Thus in practice we choose to take a weighted

average of the two estimates� In such a case PLA overestimates pf � and 
�pcf is closer to the

actual pf � so we put a larger weight on the the 
 � pcf estimate� Assuming that the FORM

��
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probability is smaller than the PLA estimate �which it will be in this situation�� the weights

are taken to be in the ratio of the FORM estimate and the PLA estimate for pf � This is

logical because the discrepancy between these two estimates provides a rough measure of the

amount of extraneous probability introduced by PLA� We outline this computation below in

a well�de�ned manner

FORM estimate pf�

PLA bounds on pf  p
�l�
f � pf � p

�u�
f

PLA bounds on pcf  p
c�l�
f � pcf � p

c�u�
f

Bounds on pf obtained using the complementary probability


� p
c�u�
f � pf � 
� p

c�l�
f

De�ne the weights as w� �
pf�

pf������p
�l�
f
�p

�u�
f

�
� w� �

����p�l�
f
�p�u�

f
�

pf������p
�l�
f
�p

�u�
f

�

Then our new bounds on pf are

w�p
�l�
f � w��
� p

c�u�
f � � pf � w�p

�u�
f � w��
� p

c�l�
f �

We apply this strategy to the numerical example cited earlier in this section� We had

Exact pf  ����

FORM estimate ��
�

Earlier PLA bounds ���� � pf � ����

PLA bounds on the complementary probability turned out to be

���� � pcf � ����
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Figure � PLA bounds using complementary probability

Bounds on pf using the above �observe the underestimate�


� ���� � pf � 
� ����
 ��
� � pf � ��
�

Computing the weighted average described earlier� the new estimate for the probability of

failure obtained was

�����
� pf � ������

��
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which is a much improved estimate of the exact probability of failure�

Even though it has already been discussed� now we explicitly state some heuristics which

should caution the user about the above phenomenon� and hence an overestimate in pf by

PLA

� If the user has some knowledge about the shape of G�u� and knows that the entire

failure set lies in the intersection of the most of the linearized modes� then this could

signal a PLA overestimate� However� in spite of this� PLA may not overestimate if the

regions containing the spurious probabilities are considerably further from the u�origin

compared to the linearization points� in which case the rapidly decaying multinormal

pdf contributes insigni�cantly to the spurious increase in the PLA estimate�

� If both FORM and SORM estimates are much smaller compared to the PLA estimate�

it would probably be an indication of this phenomenon�

� If PLA bounds keep increasing away from the FORM estimate with addition of new

linearization points are� it could be a signal of the introduction of spurious probabilities�

A pertinent issue at this point is to question the accuracy of Ditlevsen�s bounds in series

system reliability analysis� Ditlevsen�s bounds would still be good for series system reliability

problems where di�erent component limit state functions actually represent distinctly di�er�

ent modes of failure� This would probably be the case in most� if not all� such problems since

this is what physical intuition o�ers� However� Ditlevsen�s bounds can very well overestimate

the probability of system failure for degenerate series systems� i�e� ones where failure in one

mode implies failure in more modes� in which case the intersection of all those modes contain

all or most the failure domain for the system� Even in such a case� the estimate might be

��



a good one if the introduced spurious probabilities lie considerably further away from the

u�origin than the linearization points�


 Conclusion

It should be mentioned that overestimating pf �mildly� may not be a completely baneful thing�

since this would just provide a more conservative evaluation of the design in question� However� a

gross overestimate is unacceptable� since it could lead to the rejection of a perhaps safe design� A

piecewise quadratic approximation of the limit state surface could perhaps provide an improvement

with regard to these issues� however it would be computationally even more expensive and we may

have to remain satis�ed simply with unimodal bounds on the probability of failure� If it is known

that most of the failure domain is contained in the intersection of the modes� a way to measure

the probability of joint multimodal failure could provide a better solution for cases in which most

of the failure domain is contained in the intersection of all the failure modes�

Anybody who would like to have a copy of the code and documentation should contact the

author at indra�rice�edu�
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